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Navy, Air Force Men Freed

Hanoi to Release 3 American Pilots

2 High Schools Empty

Board Blamed By Mrs. York

Inside News

No Rape, Death

Rumor Mill Grinds Away

Antibusing Act Curbed By Justice

Car Rams Train, Baby Girl Killed

Fischer Crowned New Chess King

Spassky Quits After Blunder
**Fine Arts Celebration Features Advent Banners**

**McGovern Works On Organization**

**Discovery? Enroll Now Call Your Sears Store**

**State DAR Plans Workshop**

**Sooner Scene Officers Nab 2 Escapes**

**Chickasaw Tribal History Made With Motel Purchase**

**New Business For Chickasaws**

**Motel to Be Sold, Fishing, Hunting, Boating, Motoring, Relaxing.**

**Chickasaw Corrections Center.**

**Navajo Indian School Will Offer Junior ROTC**

**Indian School Hosts Event For Area Students.**

**Navajo Indian School Hosts Event For Area Students.**
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**City Scene**
Top Religious Thinkers Seek Humanization in a World of Increasing Isolation

Church Roundup

Anniversary Marked

Dallas Rep Group Sets OBU Shows

Jews Make Amends At High Holy Days

Country Church Inspired Pastor During Depression

Substitutes for Religion in the Modern Age

Churches Report Increased Giving

Go To Church This Week

The heavens declare...
Editorials

South, West Where Action Is

If the nation could be divided into zones of action, the South and West would be in terms of recent events.

Several years of the President's term have gone and the nation is in the process of development. In the South and West, the nation is expanding.

These are regions of the United States where the potential for growth is enormous. The South and West have the potential to become major economic and industrial centers of the nation.

Started Something

One hundred years after the Civil War, the South and West are still struggling to come to terms with their history. The region has made progress, but there is still much to be done.

It is important for the nation to be aware of the potential of the South and West. The region holds the key to the nation's future.

Zoo Exhibit Is Fantastic

The new exhibit at the Oklahoma City Zoo is a fantastic attraction. The exhibit features a variety of animals and is a must-see for anyone visiting the city.

The exhibit is open to the public and is free of charge. It is a great way to spend an afternoon with the family.

State Editors Say

Choice Of Which To Talk

The state editors of Oklahoma have made their choice of which to talk about. They have selected the topic of education.

The editors believe that education is one of the most important issues facing the state. They have chosen to focus on the topic of education in their editorials.

Bill Tharp

Eastern Oklahoma Crime Old Hat

The problem of crime in Eastern Oklahoma is an old hat. The area has a long history of crime and has struggled to deal with the issue.

The editors believe that more needs to be done to address the issue of crime in Eastern Oklahoma. They have chosen to focus on this topic in their editorials.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Statistics

Bob Considine

Don't Mention Miami Convention

The Miami Convention is coming up and there is a lot of speculation about what will happen. The Convention is likely to be a热点话题.

The editors believe that there is a lot to discuss about the Miami Convention. They have chosen to focus on this topic in their editorials.

Paul Harvey

About Those Dikes

The topic of dikes is a sensitive one. The editors believe that more needs to be done to address the issue of dikes.

The editors have chosen to focus on this topic in their editorials.

Couch Endorsed For Judge Post

The Oklahoma Bar Association has endorsed a candidate for judge.

The editors believe that the endorsement is a great move. They have chosen to focus on this topic in their editorials.

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Hollywood Board Censors Pictures

The Hollywood Board of Censors is censoring pictures. The board has been in the news lately and has been a topic of discussion.

The editors believe that more needs to be done to address the issue of censorship. They have chosen to focus on this topic in their editorials.

Navajos Criticize Traders

The Navajos are critical of the traders. The traders have been in the news lately and have been a topic of discussion.

The editors believe that more needs to be done to address the issue of traders. They have chosen to focus on this topic in their editorials.

Oklahoma's Only Complete Daily TV Listings

TV TODAY

SATURDAY

Top Of TV

Miami Shows Bomb

Norman Short Judge

Court Docket Heavy

Pre-Holiday Mart Posts Sharp Gain

Violence Viewers Less Aggressive?
Now That He's Champ, What Will Bobby Do?

By MICHAEL ROBERTS

[Article content]

Japan Assures Nixon That U.S. Bases Are Safe

[Article content]

Rival Chilean Factions Fight

[Article content]

Curtis Harris Returns Home

[Article content]

Mitchell Denies Bugging Knowledge

[Article content]

St. Mary's Inexperienced

[Article content]

Lettie's Cookies

[Article content]

Wagoner Man Electrocuted

[Article content]
# Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange

## Market Summaries

**Markets At A Glance**
- Standard & Poor's Index
- Dow Jones Closing Averages
- Treasury Statement

**Sutter & Eggs**
- New York Stock Sales
- NYSE Indices
- 15 Most Active Stocks (UN)

**Insurance, Bank And Trust**
- American Stock Sales

---

## American Stock Exchange

## Mutual Funds

---

## NYSE

---

### Counter Stocks

- Produce
- Midwest Stocks
- Stock Pulse

---

### Card of Thanks

---

### Death and Funeral

---

### Other Sections

- **Stocks**
- **Mutual Funds**
- **Counter Stocks**
- **Card of Thanks**
- **Death and Funeral**
Chickasha Man Named Steed Chairman

Several Democratic members of Chickasha will be at the Congressional Districts of the Democratic National Convention. Mrs. Mike Tribble of the Oklahoma City Convention and Mrs. Tom Tribble of the Oklahoma City Convention attended the convention.

New Arts Complex Considered

It's how your clothes look after they've been dried with electricity that's most important! Current fabrics are created of over 150 natural and manufactured fibers. These current fabrics need a current clothes dryer! The precise heat control of electricity makes it perfect for permanent press. Electricity's gentle, flameless heat treats delicate fabrics... delicately. Electricity's radiant heat is even better than sunshine to keep colors bright. For these and other reasons... an Electric clothes dryer is a very good buy.